Brett Jacobs joins Radnor Capital
Brett started his career in corporate broking and has worked for wellregarded firms such as Hoare Govett, Merrill Lynch, RBC Capital Markets
and Panmure Gordon over a period of 13 years, helping build lasting
institutional investor relationships for large and smaller-sized
companies across a wide range of sectors, including Natural Resources,
Technology, Media, Healthcare and Business Support Services.
Brett has also held senior client advisory roles at Citigate Dewe
Rogerson and more recently at Edelman Smithfield, advising boards and
IROs on strategies and programmes of engagement to build profile,
reputation and trust with the international investment community. His
insights have evolved with the needs of his clients and their
stakeholders and, more recently, Brett has focused on helping his
clients understand the impact of environmental, social and governance (ESG) matters and how best to
simplify and navigate the complexities of the ESG landscape.
E: bj@radnorcp.com
T: 0203 897 1839

“Brett has a valuable breadth of capital markets knowledge having spent over 25 years in roles spanning
corporate broking, investor relations and financial communications. This experience, alongside a deep
knowledge of all things ESG, is a natural fit for Radnor.
Brett’s particular focus is identifying the narratives and proof points needed for equity stories to remain, or
become, investable against the context of not just the global energy transition, but also growing societal and
governance scrutiny. Increasingly, our clients are asking for guidance on reconciling the needs of equity
holders with broader stakeholders. Brett’s expertise in navigating a complex and often confusing ESG
landscape will be invaluable in helping our clients to reframe and communicate their equity story to an ever
more ESG-aware investor audience.
This appointment is Radnor's second senior hire in as many months, reflecting both the momentum behind
our business and our intent to further expand our advisory capability.”
Joshua Cryer
Chief Executive
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